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Fermi-surface analysis of a quasi-two-dimensional monophosphate tungsten bronze
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The P4W8O32 compound is a member of the low-dimensional monophosphate tungsten bronzes family
whose reduced dimensionality induces electronic instabilities such as charge-density waves~CDWs!. We report
here the direct mapping of the Fermi surface~FS! of this compound at room temperature using synchrotron-
radiation angle-resolved photoemission. The recorded FS images confirm the superimposition of three nested
sheets, as proposed by the hidden-nesting model. We found two well defined parallel stripes along theGY
direction as well as a crosslike feature. Moreover, the small FS splitting predicted byab initio calculations was
distinguished in the experimental data. To extract quantitative information on the CDW phase transitions, the
values of the nesting vectors were also determined from the FS topology. The obtained values were in excellent
agreement with existing tight-binding calculations, although the accord was even better with the recently
publishedab initio theoretical predictions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.075114 PACS number~s!: 79.60.2i, 71.45.Lr, 64.60.2i, 71.18.1y
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I. INTRODUCTION

Low-dimensional systems have attracted much atten
in recent years because of their unusual chemical and ph
cal properties, which initiated a lot of theoretical works.1,2 In
these systems, a strong structural anisotropy is reflecte
the electronic structure that exhibits uncommon features s
as low-dimensional transport, anomalous magnetic pro
ties, metal-insulator and metal-metal transitions, and perio
lattice distortions.3

In general, low-dimensional metallic oxides exhibit tw
types of electronic instabilities: charge-density wave~CDW!
or superconductivity. The presence of these electronic in
bilities is closely related to the anisotropy of the Fermi s
face~FS!. Regarding the CDW, it is characterized by a stru

tural qW 52kWF modulation. This structural modulation shou
be associated with a FS that presents enough nesting in
normal state, i.e., large flat areas connected by aqW 52kWF
vector. This specific shape of the FS allows a coupling
tween the vibrational modes of the lattice and the electro
leading to the formation of electron-hole pairs at the Fe
energy, and corresponds to the tendency of materials to
crease their electronic energy by opening a gap. The c
pling between the lattice and the electron gas leads to
CDW state which is a periodic lattice distortion coupled
an electronic density modulation.

The main families of CDW materials are charge-trans
organic salts,4,5 transition-metal chalcogenides,6,7 and molyb-
denum and tungsten bronzes.2 Several works have focuse
on the study of monophosphate tungsten bronzes~MPTB!,
which is a family of low-dimensional conductors with th
general formula (PO2)4(WO3)p(WO3)q . The essential
building units of these materials are WO3 octahedra sharing
O corners to form W-O step layers. Two neighboring lay
are linked across PO4 tetrahedra planes~Fig. 1!.2

Electron and x-ray diffraction studies have shown th
several members of the MPTB family exhibit low
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FIG. 1. Projections of the structure of th
(PO2)4(WO3)4(WO3)4 compound along two of the crystallo

graphic directions.~a! Projection alongaW shows perovskite-type
layers made up of WO6 octahedra and linked across PO4 tetrahedra,
represented here as triangles. Pentagonal tunnels are formed

junction between two W-O layers.~b! Projection alongcW shows 1D

chains formed by WO6 octahedra alongaW andaW 6bW directions.
©2004 The American Physical Society14-1
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temperature periodic lattice distortions. In the particular c
of the MPTB family members wherep5q5m<6, the
CDW phase transition is theoretically explained by t
hidden-nesting mechanism.8 This model9–12 describes the FS
as a superimposition of different sheets related to the o
dimensional~1D! chains that form the MPTB structure. Th
CDW instabilities detected in these materials would be
result of the different nesting wave vectors associated w
these 1D chains. The hidden-nesting mechanism has
directly observed by Gweon and co-workers in the FS of
low-dimensional molybdenum oxides NaMo6O17 and
KMo6O17.13

The full understanding of the electronic properties of t
MPTB compounds requires the complete comprehensio
their FS. This is crucial because the CDW wave vectorqW is
determined by the FS topology. The most suitable techni
to obtain the FS map of these compounds is angle-reso
photoemission spectroscopy~ARPES!. Two complementary
methods can be used. The first one consists in following
dispersion of the bands from energy distribution curves,
obtaining from them thek-space point where a band cross
the Fermi level. The second method uses a 2D map of the
obtained by monitoring the photoemission intensity in a n
row window centered at the Fermi level, as a function
emission angles. This second method has proved recent
be extremely effective in detecting even tiny features at
FS. In our analysis, we have used this automatic scan
method, where the intensity at the Fermi level is record
along a series of azimuthal scans, each step being repea
different polar angles within a given photon energy.

In this paper, we have studied them54 member of the
(PO2)4(WO3)2m family, which exhibits two Peierls transi
tions at;80 K and;52 K.14 Both phase transitions are o
second order. X-ray diffraction data have shown that th
correspond to an incommensurate CDW~Refs. 15–17!
with two vectors: qW 15@0.330(5),0.295(5),0# and qW 2
5@0.340(5),0,0# in reciprocal lattice units. Each transitio
coincides with an anomaly in the resistivity curve and with
decrease of the magnetic susceptibility, both related to
opening of partial gaps at the Fermi level. In spite of t
large number of works devoted to the MPTB compoun
their electronic band structure has only recently been inv
tigated experimentally.18 In order to obtain a deeper unde
standing of the electronic properties, we have measured
FS at room temperature throughout a largek space and we
have determined the nesting wave vectors responsible fo
two CDW phase transitions. The results allow to establis
direct link between the resistivity anomalies and the el
tronic behavior of the compound. The obtained data ag
quite well with the existing theoretical calculations, whic
support that the CDW transition is based on a hidden-nes
mechanism.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were done in the SU8 beamline at LU
~Orsay! receiving synchrotron radiation from Super Aco sto
age ring. The measurements were taken at room tempera
consequently above the critical temperature of the stud
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samples. The typical size of the samples was 232 mm2, and
they were grown using the chemical vapor transp
technique.19 The crystals were cleavedin situ in ultra high
vacuum~base pressure 5310211 mbar). The chamber wa
equipped with a 50-mm hemispherical VSW angle-resolv
analyzer mounted on a two-axes manipulator with an ove
angular resolution of 0.5°. The FS was measured with 4
polar angle range and 360° azimuthal angle range. For
selected energyhn530 eV, typical energy resolution was o
50 meV. The quality of the sample was monitored during
data acquisition by measuring the spectral intensity betw
the conduction and the valence band. The orientation pro
was done in two steps using x-ray based techniques in o
to avoid any electron damage of the samples by elec
bombardment.20 All the samples were aligned using x-ra
photoelectron diffraction, which provides a very preci
method to determine the high-symmetry directions, and
normal to the surface. Lately, after all the samples were s
ied, their orientation was confirmed by low-energy electr
diffraction.

III. CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE

MPTB have been synthesized and their structures h
been studied for more than 20 years. The smallm members
crystallize in an orthorhombic lattice. The structure is bu
up from perovskite-like ReO3-type infinite layers of WO3
octahedra stacked along the orthorhombic~001! direction
@Fig. 1~a!#. The WO3 octahedra are linked together formin
chains running alongaW andaW 6bW crystallographic directions
@Fig. 1~b!#. Neighboring step layers are connected by plan
of PO4 tetrahedra, giving rise to pentagonal-shape tunnel
the junctions~Fig. 1!.

Thep andq indices of the (PO2)4(WO3)p(WO3)q general
formula indicate the number of WO3 octahedra per unit cel
needed to form the W-O layers. In the particular casep5q
5m, the general formula is reduced to (PO2)4(WO3)2m . In
the (PO2)4(WO3)8 compound, each chain is composed
clusters ofm54 corner-sharing octahedra. The W4O16 step
layers of them54 member are the result of chain conde
sation, where the first octahedron of one chain shares
axial oxygen atom with the third octahedron of the followin
chain ~13!. During the formation of the W4O18 chain, the
tungsten octahedra suffer a distortion to reduce the strain.17,21

This distortion is mainly a rotation around the vertical ax
Two successive step layers run following a herringbo

pattern along thec direction21 and they are related by
21-fold axis. The unit-cell sizes area55.285 Å, b
56.569 Å, andc517.351 Å. Due to the layered charact
of MPTB compounds, the surface projection of the Brillou
zone ~surface Brillouin zone, SBZ! is straightforward: the
rectangle formed byG, X, Y, and S bulk symmetry points
becomes the surface Brillouin zone formed byḠ, X̄, Ȳ, and
M̄ symmetry points, respectively.18

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The electronic properties of the WO3 layers were first
explained by Goodenough22 40 years ago. In the 1980s
4-2
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Whangbo and co-workers performed theoretical tig
binding band calculations based upon the extended Hu¨ckel
method.9–12 From these studies they showed that the ess
tial features of the MPTB electronic structure can be
plained from ideal W4O16 step layer calculations. Becaus
this step layer is common to all the compounds of the MP
family, the electronic structure is very similar in all the
materials.

The electronic structure near the Fermi level of this id
step layer presents two bands, labeleda and b, as a conse-
quence of the partial filling of the W 5d t2g-block bands with
electrons coming from the PO2 groups.9–12 When the calcu-
lations are performed taking into account the real distort
suffered by the WO3 octahedra@see Fig. 2~a!#, the double
degeneration of the upperb band is lifted in bandsb andc.
The dispersive nature of these bands is due to the interac
between the W4O18 chains and indicates the two-dimension
character of these bands. On the contrary, the deeper baa
has one-dimensional nature, reflected in its nondisper
character along one particular direction. This electro
structure has recently been experimentally confirmed.18

As these three bands are partially filled, they are cut
the Fermi level and therefore they contribute to the FS. T
different Fermi-surface sheets associated with bandsa, b,
and c are represented in Fig. 2 in panels~c!, ~d!, and ~e!,
respectively. The complete FS of these compounds ar
from the combination of these three contributions.

As explained above, it has been proposed that the sta
zation of a CDW phase in these compounds is due t

FIG. 2. ~a! Dispersion relation of the bottomt2g block bands
calculated with tight-binding method in Ref. 12.~b! Theoretical FS
obtained from tight-binding calculations~Ref. 10!. The FS results
from the composition of three different sheets related to each on
the three bands shown in panel~a!: banda ~c!, bandb ~d!, and band
c ~e!. But the FS can also be decomposed in three low-dimensi

FS related to the~g! aW chains,~h! aW 6bW chains that form the com

pound. The associated nesting vectors, 2kWF2 and 2kWF1, have also
been represented.
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hidden-nesting mechanism. In this model, the FS can be
sembled as the addition of different sheets generated by
1D chains that form the MPTB compound. Figures 2~g! and
2~h! show the mentioned sheets associated with theaW chains
andaW 6bW chains, respectively. Because there is no symme
relationship between the two 1D chain directions, there
two critical wave vectors related to each FS sheet, rep
sented in the figure as 2kF2 and 2kF1, and therefore two
different CDW phase transitions. Due to the relatively co
plicated shape of the FS, the nesting is not perfect, so o
localized gaps may open and therefore the low-tempera
phase remains metallic.

More recentlyab initio density-functional theoretical cal
culations have been performed for them54 member.23 The
electronic structure obtained is similar, except for the int
layer splitting, to that calculated with the extended Hu¨ckel
method and corroborates the results obtained by Whan
and co-workers, giving rise to a FS that confirms the hidd
nesting model.

A. The Fermi surface

The experimental FS contour is shown in Fig. 3. The i
age does not include any symmetrizations, therefore e
point of the 360° image corresponds to measured data.
intensities were normalized with respect to the photon fl
and represent a 2D image of the photoemission intensit
the Fermi level.24 The image is plotted in a parallel momen
tum (ki) projection to facilitate the comparison with th
theory. Normal emission corresponds to the center of
image. The data were taken with 30 eV photon energy
even detection geometry.18 Using tunable synchrotron radia
tion it is possible to obtain a bulk FS slice by slice. Howev
since in this compound the 5d conduction electrons are lo
cated in the perovskite (WO3)-type slabs, the electronic
properties are quasicylindrical and the FS can be descr
as a weakly corrugated cylinder. Thus, besides effects du
the energy-dependent cross section of the initial states an
final state effects, one photon energy should be enoug
obtain the whole relevant information.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, nine different SBZ’s we
probed in the experiment, which have been labeled by th
correspondingḠ points. Bandsa, b, and c @see Fig. 2~a!#
cross the Fermi level, contributing to the FS. The bandwid
of these three bands are relatively large.18,25 This fact is re-
flected in the shape of the FS features, which are m
broader than expected from theoretical calculations.

Some remarkable features are observed in the 2D
mapping of Fig. 3. The most relevant ones are two para
bands that run along theGY direction. They are clearly de
tected in all SBZ’s, but they exhibit maximum intensity
Ḡ01 and Ḡ01̄ SBZ’s, where they become the most promine
features of the image.

Additional diagonal bright stripes running fromM̄ points
to Ḡ points are also detected. These stripes form a cross
shape. Although they are observed in all SBZs, they are s
cially intense in the inner corners ofḠ 1̄1 , Ḡ11, Ḡ 1̄1̄ , andḠ11̄
SBZ’s.
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An interesting property of this FS image is related to t
absolute intensity of the two different features. When
parallel bars are more intense in a particular SBZ, the cro
like feature is more difficult to see and vice versa. InḠ 1̄1 ,
Ḡ11, Ḡ 1̄1̄ , and Ḡ11̄ SBZ’s, the parallel bands look weake
but the crosslike feature is easier to see. On the contrar
Ḡ01 andḠ01̄ SBZ’s, the parallel bands are more intense, h
ing the crosslike feature. Finally, both structures are also
served inḠ10 and Ḡ 1̄0 SBZ’s, but much weakly than in pre
vious SBZ’s.

All these variations between the intensity ratios of t
features in different SBZ’s are just a consequence of
selection rules, common in many systems.26 The spectral in-
tensity obtained in photoemission is not simply proportio
to the spectral function, but it is weighted by the electro
photon matrix element. This matrix element is stronglykW
dependent, so it will affect different SBZ’s unequally, pr
voking the change in their relative spectral intensity.27,28

FIG. 3. ~Color online! ~a! Experimental FS measured in eve
detection geometry and withhn530 eV. Brighter points corre-
spond to maxima of the photoemission intensity, while the dar

ones correspond to minima. The values ofḠ points indicate differ-
ent SBZ’s zones.~b! The same experimental data compared w
existing theoretical FS: dashed lines reproduce the FS predicte
Ref. 10 using tight-binding calculations; solid lines correspond
the theoretical results obtained fromab initio calculations in Ref.
23.
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The mentioned different intensity ratio of two FS sheets
different SBZ’s supports the hidden-nesting model too. T
theoretical model is correct only under the hypothesis o
weak interaction between different chains, which brings
weak orbital hybridization between relevant chain orbita
This assumption may be reasonable for this compound, s
the three chains are related to different W 5d orbitals. If the
two FS sheets come from chains not related by any sym
try elements, it is reasonable to expect a different behavio
the matrix element, and so different intensity dependenc
different SBZ’s.

Figure 3~b! shows the 2D FS image together with th
theoretical calculations from Refs. 10 and 23. Both cal
lated FS’s are similar, but as will be discussed later, th
exhibit some important differences. The consideration of
two theoretical calculations is very useful for our discussio
because although theab initio predictions are more detaile
and exhibit more structure, the tight-binding results are he
ful to understand the orbital origin of the different feature

In Fig. 4, the experimental results are plotted toget
with the decomposition of the FS in the different sheets a
proposed in the hidden-nesting model@see Figs. 2~g,h!#. The
parallel bands running along theGY direction coincide very
well with the 1D FS sheet related toaW chains@Fig. 4~a!#. In
spite of their lateral modulation, their shape is very suita
for nesting. The 2D crosslike features correspond to
chains running alongaW 6bW directions@Fig. 4~b!#. They also
present parallel areas that can contribute to nesting.

Figure 5 displays an enlarged representation of theḠ01
SBZ. Panel~a! shows the theoretical calculations togeth
with the measured FS in this region. It can be observed
this SBZ is dominated by the parallel lines coming fromaW
chains. These sheets are observed as wide stripes cen
around the vertical theoretical lines. As mentioned above,
experimental width of the stripes is due to the large linewid
of the electronic states.18

r

in
o

FIG. 4. Experimental and theoretical FS sheets resulting fr

hidden-nesting model and related to~a! aW chains and~b! aW 6bW

chains. In both cases, the corresponding nesting vectors, 2kWF2 and

2kWF1, have been represented. In panel~b!, the different arrows la-
beled with letters fromA to G point out the different cuts that hav

been made in order to extract the value of 2kWF1.
4-4
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In this detailed image a lateral modulation in the para
lines is observed. The brightest areas correspond to thei
tersection with the crosslike feature. The cross is also
tected as an increase of the intensity aroundM̄ points. An
intensity depletion is also observed aroundX̄ andȲ symme-
try points.

The agreement between the experimental and the the
ical FS shape is in general very good. However, a square
feature is observed centered around theḠ point, where a
rhombus form is expected from theory. The square shap
the result of the large linewidth of the electronic states18

Bandb has a parabolic dispersion aroundḠ point, very close
to the Fermi level@see Fig. 2~a!#. Its large linewidth produces
an homogeneous intensity aroundḠ when it crosses the
Fermi level.

In panel ~b!, only the theoretical calculations are repr
sented, in order to make a deeper comparison betw
both of them. Tight-binding predictions from Ref. 10 andab
initio calculations from Ref. 23 are displayed as dashed
solid lines, respectively. From the direct observation we
tice that the associated nesting vectors are larger in
former than in the latter case. This is more evident in
case of 2kWF2, whose values are approximately 0.52 Å a
0.40 Å, respectively.

FIG. 5. ~Color online! Detailed representation ofḠ01 SBZ. Panel
~a! shows the theoretical calculations from Refs. 10 and 23
dashed and solid lines, respectively. Panel~b! shows the same the
oretical predictions along with the experimental results measure
the corresponding region.
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But the most striking difference between both theoreti
results is the splitting observed in theab initio calculations,
which is not present in the tight-binding predictions. How
ever, the explanation is very simple: as reported by San
et al., this splitting arises from the interlayer coupling in th
MPTB compound, so it is not expected to be found in t
tight-binding calculations, taking into account that they we
performed for a single layer.

This splitting is present in our experimental resul
In order to evidence it, different FS cuts were perform

along the direction perpendicular toGY, i.e., the 2kWF2 direc-
tion. Some of them, those contained in the zone includ

between theḠ01 and Ḡ02 SBZ’s, have been reproduced i
Fig. 6~b!. The intensity maxima in each cut are emphasiz
with points. We can easily distinguish the splitting, for i
stance, in the zone close to theȲ point, in the features lo-
cated at both sides. Similar behaviors have also been
served in other SBZ’s.

s

in

FIG. 6. ~Color online! ~a! FS map for the region betweenḠ01

andḠ02 SBZ. Solid white lines correspond to the theoretical calc
lations from Ref. 23. Points represent the intensity maxima
tracted from cuts perpendicular to theGY direction reproduced in
panel~b!.
4-5
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L. ROCA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 075114 ~2004!
In order to compare the measured splitting with that o
tained from theab initio calculations, Fig. 6~a! shows both
results superimposed in the region were cuts in panel~b!
were done. The points indicating the intensity maxima
each cut in panel~b! have also been superimposed to this
map as an eye guide. By direct observation, we can conc
that the splitting predicted by Sandreet al., (;0.02 Å21) is
clearly smaller than the experimental one (;0.07 Å21).
This can be easily checked in the region situated on the
of the Ȳ point. Here the distance between the two sets
points that indicate maxima positions is larger than that
tween the white lines that represent theab initio calculations.
This means that the interlayer interactions, proposed as
cause of the FS splitting, have been underestimated in
theoretical calculations by Sandreet al.

In addition to this splitting, a detailed study of the F
reveals the presence of a lateral modulation in the stra
features that run parallel to theGY direction. This warping
results from the intralayer interaction between the differ
types of chains,aW andaW 6bW . Its magnitude has been exper
mentally determined by following the maxima relative to th
feature in different FS cuts perpendicular to theGY direction
throughout theḠ01, Ḡ00 and Ḡ01̄ SBZ’s. Some of these cut
are displayed in Fig. 6~b!. The modulation obtained is 0.1
60.07 Å21. This modulation in the vertical feature comin
from theaW chains is partially affected by the FS sheets co
ing from aW 6bW chains, as both contributions appear mixed
the regions where they intersect. This involves an interac
between partially filled bands with different orbital origin
whose effect is also shown in the hybridization gaps pres
in the FS in the places where sheets coming from differ
bands were supposed to cross. These gaps are a conseq
of the fact that two bands avoid to cross themselves in
vicinity of the Fermi level, leading to the opening of the
hybridization gaps in the FS. This is in fact the origin of t
hidden nesting.8

From the comparison between the experimental and
theoretical FS shape, we conclude that 2D FS images ex
a very good agreement with theoretical calculations, and
in harmony with the hidden-nesting mechanism. Howev
the existence of the mentioned modulation and the la
splitting means that the interlayer interaction in the MPT
compounds is stronger than expected. Therefore this inte
tion should be taken into account fully in future theoretic
calculations, in order to improve the predictions deriv
from them.

B. The nesting vector

The nesting of the FS couples unoccupied states at
Fermi level with occupied states at the same energy b
qW CDW52kWF nesting vector. This produces a divergence in
qW -dependent electron-hole polarizability, leading to a CD
instability.29 Therefore, not only the FS shape but also t
value of the Fermi wave vector (kWF) is fundamental in the
understanding of the CDW transition.

The (PO2)4(WO3)4(WO3)4 compound undergoe
two consecutive phase transitions at 80 K and 52 K. I
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CDW mechanism is behind these transitions, they sho
have associatedqW 152kWF15(0.330(5),0.295(5),0) and qW 2

52kWF25(0.340(5),0.000(5),0) nesting vectors, respec
ively,17 where the vectors are expressed in reciprocal lat
units. Alternatively, taking into account the reciprocal la
ice vector valuesa* 51.189 Å21 andb* 50.956 Å21, they
can also be expressed as 2kWF15(0.392,0.282,0) Å21,
(2ukWF1u50.482 Å21), and 2kWF25(0.404,0,0) Å21.

It is possible to extract the Fermi vector values from t
experimental data, by linking the most intense lines in the
topology, which represent the Fermi-level crossing wh
they are taken in the appropriate direction.

The nesting vector of the second transition correspond
a charge modulation along theaW direction, i.e., the paralle
lines alongGY. In fact, this pair of stripes comes from th
1D chains running along theaW direction. Then, the Ferm
vector can be extracted from the distance between the
maxima obtained in the FS cuts perpendicular toGY. Due to
the modulation of this FS sheet, thekiy component of the
total wave vector is affected by the modulation indicated
Fig. 6. In order to get an average value, 150 different FS c
have been done perpendicular to theGY direction throughout
several BZs. In particular, they have been made inḠ01, Ḡ00,
andḠ01̄ SBZ’s, where the parallel features are more inten
The results are shown in Table I and some relevant cuts
represented in Fig. 7~b!. From these data we obtain a mea
value of 2ukWF2u50.4060.07 Å21. It is in very good agree-
ment with the value obtained with x-ray diffraction, 0.40
60.005 Å21 by Ludeckeet al.

TABLE I. Experimental distances obtained from FS map c

(ukF2u) between the maxima along thekWF1 direction.kiy represents
the vertical reciprocal point where the cut was done. The values
expressed in Å21. The experimental error is60.07 Å21.

kiy 2ukF2u kiy 2ukF2u

0.60 0.36 20.60 0.34
0.65 0.39 20.65 0.39
0.70 0.39 20.70 0.40
0.75 0.37 20.75 0.43
0.80 0.39 20.80 0.43
0.85 0.40 20.85 0.46
0.90 0.45 20.90 0.42

0.956 (Ḡ) 0.41 20.956 (Ḡ) 0.42

1.00 0.42 21.00 0.41
1.05 0.36 21.05 0.36
1.10 0.31 21.10 0.35
1.15 0.38 21.15 0.41
1.18 0.37 21.18 0.43
1.20 0.39 21.20 0.42
1.25 0.42 21.25 0.42
1.30 0.47 21.30 0.41
1.35 0.44 21.35 0.40
1.40 0.39 21.40 0.43
1.45 0.41 21.45 0.42
4-6
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Considering the hidden-nesting model, theqCDW vector
2kWF1 of the first CDW transition links states located in th
crosslike sheets of the FS@see Fig. 4~b!#. In order to extract
the value of 2ukWF1u, different FS cuts along thekWF1 direction
in different zones of the reciprocal space were made.

In Fig. 4~b! several arrows~from A to G) have been in-
dicated in order to identify the regions where the FS c
have been done. It should be noted that each arrow re
sents the direction were several parallel cuts have been t
through. In this way, the influence of the modulation a
present in these crosslike features was averaged. Some
evant cuts are plotted in Fig. 7~a!, where the labels corre
spond to the labels in Fig. 4~b!. The extracted mean values o
2ukWF1u for each of the zones are shown in Table II. Fro
these results, we obtain an experimental mean value
2ukWF1u50.4860.07 Å21. This is in agreement with the re
sult 0.48260.005 Å21 measured with x-ray diffraction by
Ludeckeet al.

FIG. 7. Cuts of the FS mapping:~a! along the 2kWF1 direction.
Labels correspond the regions where the cuts were performed@see

Fig. 4~b!#. ~b! Cuts along 2kWF2 direction, perpendicular to theGY
direction. Numbers indicate thekiy values where the cuts wer
done.

TABLE II. Experimental distances obtained from FS map c

(ukF1u) between the maxima along thekWF1 direction. The letters tha
accompany the different cuts correspond to the labels in Fig. 4.
values are expressed in Å21. The experimental error is60.07 Å21.

Cut ukF1u Cut ukF1u Cut ukF1u Cut ukF1u

A 0.49 B 0.50 C 0.49 D 0.47
E 0.47 F 0.47 G 0.50
07511
s
re-
en

rel-

of

Regarding the comparison of the measured nesting v
tors values with the theoretical calculations, our experim
tal data agree much better with theab initio predictions than
with the tight-binding results. In the case of 2kWF2, it is pos-
sible to infer it directly from Fig. 5~a!. Here we can clearly
observe how the vertical bright lines are better reproduced
the solid lines than by the dashed ones. This is even m
evident by comparing the experimentally obtained 2ukWF2u
50.40 Å21 with the corresponding values obtained byab
initio and tight-binding results, 0.40 Å21 and 0.52 Å21, re-
spectively. The nesting vector 2kWF1 is found to follow a simi-
lar behavior: the vector that links the crosslike sheets is b
ter reproduced by the former theory. This better accord w
first-principle calculations than with the extended Hu¨ckel
ones has recently been observed in the case of the K0.3MoO3
blue bronze as well.30

We conclude that the values of the nesting vectors ag
well with the expected ones in order to stabilize a CD
phase transition.

V. CONCLUSION

The normal state FS of them54 member of MPTB has
been studied by ARPES. Two kinds of features are detec
in the topology of the FS: a pair of parallel lines along t
GY direction and a crosslike feature centered aroundM̄
points. Both shapes exhibit large flat areas which are v
suitable for nesting. These results are compared with exis
tight-binding10 andab initio23 theoretical calculations. They
are in agreement with the predictions of superimposed sh
that, according to the hidden nesting model, contribute to
FS. The FS splitting predicted as a consequence of interla
interaction inab initio calculations23 is also observed in ou
experimental FS maps. In addition, we have also determi
the modulation observed in the straight features appearin
the FS.

The nesting vectors of both phase transitions, 2ukWF1u and
2ukWF2u, have been obtained from the FS mapping measu
by ARPES. The values found are in excellent agreement w
existing x-ray diffraction measurements.17 The nesting vec-
tors predicted byab initio calculations, in better accord with
our experimental results, are smaller than those derived f
tight binding.

We conclude that the favorable nesting conditions and
values of the Fermi vectors support that this is the mec
nism responsible for the CDW instability, and corrobora
the hidden-nesting model.
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